
:::::Chapter 49:::::

"All I wanted was for you to hate me to the extent that you won't see

my face ever again. And that's the reason why I told Samara to

manipulate your mind into thinking that our bond is broken." How

could he! a19

I'm so shocked that I get up from the chair, walk towards Alarick and

slap him as hard as I can. "That's for telling Samara to manipulate my

mind," I say. He has his head hung low in shame. I continue, "I

understand that you wanted to protect me but your way of protecting

me was wrong." He is refusing to meet my eyes. "We are mates! We

are supposed to confide in each other! But instead of doing that, you

kept pushing me away! Do you know what I've been through since

the day I met you? Do you have any idea how much you've hurt me?"

He doesn't say anything. a120

"Alarick, if you would've told me about your past in the beginning

and about your worries for me then we could've avoided all of this. I

would've stayed away from you. We could have kept everything a

secret. No one would've gotten hurt. I don't think I'll be able to

forgive you for what you did to me," I say and leave the study. I find

Matt waiting for me. "Let's go home," I tell him. Without saying

anything to me, we head towards our pack. When Matt and I get

inside our pack house, I find Joshua waiting for me. a79

"Hello, cousin," he says with a smirk.

a187

Author's Note:

The next chapter will be the last chapter of this book. So, start

preparing yourself for the ending. There will be a sequel. I hope

you will continue to support me in future. <3 

a12
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